Magnetic nanoparticles are of great importance particularly in the field of biomedicine as well as nanotechnology and nano materials science and technology.
Introduction
Magnetic nanoparticles have attracted a lot of attention in recent years considering particularly their application to biomedical studies; e.g., they can be used as nano agents for the enhancement of magnetic resonance imaging, nano media for hyperthermic treatment of cancer cells, nano vehicles for drug delivery and nano robots for the encouragement of biochemical reactions and surgery on target cells [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Heat is generated in magnetic nanoparticles by applying alternating magnetic fields to them via either the Néel or hysteresis loss heating effect depending on the magnetic nature of nanoparticles; i.e., superparamagnetism or ferromagnetism [10] . Hyperthermic treatment of cancer cells using magnetic nanoparticles subjected to alternating magnetic fields has been actively studied in recent years since only target cells can be locally heated and killed without damaging any other normal cells [11, 12, 13, 14] . Biocompatibility of nanoparticles, however, becomes a crucial factor when they are used for medical treatment, noting that metallic particles are in general cytotoxic [15, 16] . The size of particles is also important when the particles are used for biomedical purposes [17, 18] . It should also be noticed that the efficiency of hyperthermic treatment of cells depends on the magnetic nature of the particles and the magnetic properties; that is, the saturation and remnant magnetisation, and coercivity [19] .
Magnetic materials such as iron, cobalt and nickel are appropriate candidates for hyperthermic treatment of cells, but the biocompatibility, size and magnetic properties of the particles become crucial factors as mentioned. Carbon materials are generally speaking chemically stable and biocompatible compared to metal particles [20] and therefore it is demanded to produce biocompatible magnetic nanoparticles covered with carbon layers.
The gas-liquid coexistence curves terminate at the critical points, where large molecular clusters are formed and several critical anomalies such as divergence of the physical properties and fast propagations of temperature, pressure and density perturbations; known as the piston effect, occur [21] . It has also been demonstrated that nano materials can be efficiently synthesised in near-critical and super-critical fluids such as carbon dioxide, benzene and acetone under their near-and super-critical conditions, by irradiating ultraviolet (UV) laser beams into the fluids [22, 23, 24, 25] .
Here, we synthesise magnetic alloy-filling carbon nanoparticles (MA@C NPs) via the following two-step procedure; i.e., (1) irradiation of a UV laser beam into super-critical benzene, in which both ferrocene (Fe(cp) 2 ) and cobaltocene (Co (cp) 2 ) are dissolved, at 290°C; and (2) annealing of the particles at 600 and 800°C
. The magnetic properties, cytotoxicity and hyperthermic ability of the MA@C NPs are also examined. The experimental details are summarised in the second section. The results of the experiments are discussed in the third section and the results obtained in the present study are summarised in the final section.
Materials and methods

Synthesis of MA@C NPs
An outline of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 1 . Benzene, in which both Fe(cp) 2 and Co(cp) 2 were dissolved, was confined in a cylindrical container made of stainless steel. The inner and outer diameters, and inner and outer heights of the container were, respectively, 13 and 60 mm, and 23 and 66 mm. The density of benzene was set at its critical value and the concentration of Fe(cp) 2 and Co(cp) 2 in benzene was set at 200 and 15 mg mL −1 ; i.e., 1.08 and 0.08 mM mL −1 , respectively. A synthetic quartz window was mounted at the bottom of the container for the introduction of a laser beam. The diameter and thickness of the synthetic quartz window was 20 and 10 mm. A platinum resistance thermometer (Pt100, Chino Co. Ltd.) was set in the container wall and the temperature of the fluid was regulated by a heater, which was installed around the container, and a 
Structural, elemental and magnetic characterisation of NPs
The structures of the particles were observed and analysed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (JEM-2200FS, JEOL), X-ray diffractometry (XRD) (SmartLab 
Evaluation of hyperthermic performance
We carried out some preliminary experiment to investigate the hyperthermic performance of the nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol. The concentration of the nanoparticles in the solution was set at 0.5 mg mL −1 . The solution was introduced into a 1 mL test tube, which was placed at the centre of an induction heating coil (EASYHeat 8310 LI, Ambrell An American Co.). An ac magnetic field, the frequency and strength of which were 331 kHz and 47.9 kA m −1 , was applied for 5 min. The surface temperature of the solution was measured by a radiation thermometer (Testo855, Testo Co. Ltd.), which was set 100 mm above the surface of the solution in the test tube.
Results and discussion
We synthesised NPs by irradiating a laser beam of 266 nm wavelength into benzene, in which both Fe(cp) 2 and Co(cp) 2 were dissolved, under its super-critical conditions at 290°C, and then annealing the particles at 600 and 800°C, as mentioned. Fig. 2, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show TEM images, EDS mappings and XRD diffractometry of particles produced via the interactions between the laser beam, and the solutes and benzene molecules. The TEM images clearly show that the core particles as-synthesised (see Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 3(A) ), and annealed at 600 ( Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 3(B) ) and 800°C ( Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 3 (C)) are covered with some layers in all of the cases. According to the TEM, EDS, and XRD analyses on the elements and structures of the particles, the core particles were composed of Co, Fe and O and covered with a mixture of graphitic and amorphous carbon layers (see Fig. 2 , Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 ). As shown in Fig. 4 , there is a low peak at a diffraction angle of 44.85°in the case of NPs as-synthesised (Fig. 4(a) ) and therefore the structure of the core particles is mostly amorphous. In the case of NPs annealed at 600°C (Fig. 4(b) ), three peaks at a diffraction angle of 45.01°, 65.57°A particles were produced due to oxygen molecules dissolved in benzene, whereas Co particles were synthesised via both pyrolytic [27] and photolytic decomposition of Co(cp) 2 . The weight percentages of FeCo, CoFe 2 O 4 and Co were 9.5, 85.0 and 5.1% when the particles were annealed at 600°C, whereas those were 83.9, 10.5 and 5.5% when the particles were annealed at 800°C, according to the reference intensity ratio values (ICDD 01-077-7452, 01-071-7171 and 01-074-6402). In other words, the composition of the core particles can be changed depending on the annealing temperature; that is, the core particles are mainly composed of CoFe 2 O 4 at 600°C, while they are composed of FeCo at 800°C [28] . The layers covering the core particles were composed of a mixture of graphitic carbon layers, where the gap between two adjacent sheets was 0.34 nm [29] , and amorphous carbon (see Fig. 2 ). Raman spectra of the NPs as-synthesised and annealed at 600 and 800°C are shown in Fig. 5 . In all of the cases, peaks corresponding to the G and D bands appeared and there was no appreciable change in the spectra before and after annealing. In other words, there was no distinct effect of annealing on the structure of the carbon layers covering the core particles since the temperature was kept at 600 or 800°C for only 1 min after it had been increased at a rate of 20°C min −1 .
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We measured the equivalent diameter of the core particles; (l + s)/2, based on the long and short axes; l and s, and the thickness of the carbon layers covering the core particles from TEM images, targeting at least 1000 particles produced under the same experimental conditions. The diameter of the core particles as-synthesised and annealed at 600 and 800°C was, respectively, 4.8 ± 2.1, 5.5 ± 2.4 and 6.5 ± 2.5 nm, whereas the thickness of the carbon layers was 1.9 ± 0.6, 2.0 ± 0.6 and 2.5 ± 0.7 nm (see Fig. 6 for the distribution of the size of the core particles and the thickness of the carbon layers). The diameter of the core particles and the thickness of the carbon layers increased with an increase in the annealing temperature. It is supposed that the diameter of the core particles increased during the annealing process of the particles via the Ostwald ripening effect; that is, iron and cobalt atoms in smaller core particles diffused outwards through the carbon layers and were eventually absorbed by neighbouring larger particles [30, 31] . We suppose that the thickness of the carbon layers increased with an increase in the annealing temperature since carbon atoms dissolved in the core particles diffused outwards into the carbon layers [32] .
Iron and cobalt composing the core particles were, respectively, dissociated from Fe(cp) 2 and Co(cp) 2 , whereas carbon covering the core particles was dissociated from Fe(cp) 2 , Co(cp) 2 and benzene molecules. As explained previously, benzene molecules, Fe(cp) 2 and Co(cp) 2 are quite easily dissociated via the interactions between photons of 266 nm wavelength, and benzene, Fe(cp) 2 and Co(cp) 2 molecules [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] . At least two-photon absorption is required for the dissociation of a hydrogen atom from a benzene molecule, knowing that the dissociation energy and the photon energy of 266 nm wavelengths are, respectively, 4.90 and 4.66 eV [38] . It is also known that the dissociation energy of a second hydrogen atom is lower than that of the first one [38] and therefore sixmembered rings of carbon atoms may be quite easily produced by irradiation of photons of 266 nm wavelength, noting that the possibility of multi-photon absorption increases as the state of benzene approaches its critical point due to the formation of large flexible molecular clusters [38] . The decomposition energy of Fe(cp) 2 into Fe + cp + cp is 6.8 eV [39] , whereas that of Co(cp) 2 into Co + cp + cp is 5.64 eV [40] and therefore the decomposition of ferrocene and cobaltocene into iron, cobalt and cp-rings was induced by two-photon absorption during the laser irradiation. Dissociated iron and cobalt atoms were cooled to form the core particles and the carbon layers covering the core particles were formed by cp-rings and six-membered rings of carbon atoms during the interval between two pulses of laser beams [41] .
The ZFC/FC magnetisation curves measured changing the temperature between 2.0 and 400 K are shown in Fig. 7 , where an external magnetic field of 100 Oe of a layer covering the core particle as-synthesised, annealed at 600°C and annealed at 800°C.
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there was no transition from ferromagnetism to superparamagnetism down to 2 K and from ferromagnetism to paramagnetism up to 400 K. The mass magnetisation − magnetic field curves measured at 300 and 4 K are shown in Fig. 8 . The saturation and remnant magnetisation and coercivity of particles assynthesised, and annealed at 600 and 800°C are summarised in Table 1 . The saturation and remnant magnetisation and coercivity increased with an increase in the annealing temperature. Particles annealed at 600 and 800°C showed ferromagnetic characteristics caused by strong dipole-dipole interactions among particles, whereas particles as-synthesised was soft ferromagnetic. The saturation and remnant magnetisation and coercivity of MA@C NPs annealed at 800°C were higher than those of iron-filling and cobalt-filling carbon nanoparticles (Fe@C NPs and Co@C NPs) [29] , noting that the magnetic performance of alloys are often superior to that of materials composed of a single element.
We examined the viability of cell line L929 in the presence of MA@C NPs assynthesised, and annealed at 600 and 800°C using an Alamer blue assay, where the concentration of MA@C NPs was set at 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 μg mL
and the incubation time was 24 and 48 h. The result of the Alamer blue assay is shown in Fig. 9 . The cell viability was over 80% when the incubation time was 24 h, whereas it was between 70 and 80% in the case of 48 h incubation. It is supposed that the cell viability was not seriously deteriorated due to the carbon layers covering the core particles [42] . Note that there was no significant effect of the annealing temperature on the structures of the carbon layers covering the core particles (see Fig. 5 ) and therefore the cell viability in the presence of MA@C NPs as-synthesised, and annealed at 600 and 800°C was more or less the same.
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The time variation of the surface temperature of the solution of MA@C NPs dispersed in ethanol (0.5 mg mL −1 ) is shown in Fig. 10 . The temperature of the solution increased rapidly when the MA@C NPs annealed at 800°C were used.
The strength of the external ac magnetic field was changed between ± 47.9 kA m −1
as mentioned and therefore we measured the mass magnetisation − magnetic field curves of MA@C NPs, changing the magnetic field between ± 47.9 kA m −1 , the result of which is shown in Fig. 11 . Hysteresis loops were also obtained in all of the cases. The heating mechanism of the particles has not yet been clearly understood, but we suppose that the particles were heated via the Néel effect in each particle and hysteresis loss heating caused by the dipole-dipole interactions among the particles.
Conclusions
We synthesised magnetic alloy-filling carbon nanoparticles via a two-step procedure; (1) A laser beam of 266 nm wavelength was irradiated into supercritical benzene, in which both ferrocene and cobaltocene are dissolved, at 290°C; and (2) the particles were annealed at 600 and 800°C. We found that the structure of the core particles as-synthesised was amorphous, whereas the composition of the core particles annealed at 600 and 800°C, were, respectively, CoFe 2 O 4 and FeCo.
We also confirmed that there was no serious advert effect of the present nanoparticles on the cell viability due to the carbon layers covering the core particles. The saturation and remnant magnetisation and coercivity increased with an increase in the annealing temperature and as a result, those annealed particles showed high hyperthermic performance. The further modification of the surface of the present particles with several functional molecules becomes easier thanks to the carbon layers and therefore it is supposed that the presently synthesised nanoparticles may well be utilised for nanotechnology-based biomedical engineering; e.g., nano bioimaging, nano hyperthermia and nano surgery.
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